Potential of E-CoPAL Strategy to Improve Analytical Problem Solving and Teamwork Skills in Accounting Education
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This study aims to examine the effect of E-CoPAL model implementation on analytical problem solving and teamwork skills. This research is a quasi-experimental research with a control group pretest-posttest in Accounting Education Program, Universitas Sebelas Maret, Surakarta, Indonesia in 2018/2019 academic year. The population in this study were all students taking the Educational Study Program as part of the Sebelas Maret University Accounting Education Study Program in Surakarta, Indonesia. The research sample comprised 72 students who were divided into class A (as an experimental group applying the E-CoPAL model) and class B (as a control group that was not treated). The data were obtained by using observation instruments which has analytical-problem solving and teamwork skills, and questionnaires expert validated and the certified senior lecturers in introductory accounting courses. The results show that the application of the E-CoPAL model was effective in improving analytical problem-solving and teamwork skills.
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INTRODUCTION

Increasing economic globalization, changes in technology challenges, business environment, increase litigation related to human resources, and changing needs about labor characteristics have forced an organization to increase its competitiveness. "Our people are our greatest resource" is one of the statements most often found in the company's annual report (Gupta, 2015). This indicates that the importance of maintaining the quality of human resources in an organization. Thus the success of every organization depends on the effective management of its people (Oke, 2015).

Quality human resources are those who have high competitive advantages, so that they can compete in job market. Referring to several researches, professionals expect graduates in accounting who have necessary skills needed by the industry and are ready to work as professionals (Low et al., 2016; Hussein, 2017). Presently, job providers are still complaining about the graduate’s low generic skills, especially in analytical problem solving and teamwork (Politsinsky, Demenkova, & Medvedeva, 2015). The low level in analytical-problem solving and teamwork skills becomes a problem not only in Indonesia, but on international level as well. Research by Mayangsari, E., Hermawan, M., & Juwono, V. (2019); Collins et al., (2017); Suarta et al., (2015) in Indonesia, Norman, Latiff, & Said, (2018) and Azmi, Hashim & Yusoff, Y. M. (2018) in Malaysia, Webb & Chaffer (2016) in Britain, Collins et al., (2015) in Taiwan and Vietnam proved that the low level of analytical-problem solving and teamwork skills has become a serious problem that needs to be solved.

Based on primary findings of the research by Abayadeera & Watty (2016), the main reason of this gap is the in-optimality of learning in university in transferring skills needed by graduates, even though lecturers realize the high expectation of job provider of the graduates’ skills. This necessitates Higher Education institutions to fix their curriculum to enable students develop their generic skills, especially analytical problem solving and teamwork skills.

Considering the learnable nature of these skills, efforts of internalization of these skills can be done through enhancement of learning quality from various courses, including accounting, among others. In the effort to improve analytical-problem solving and teamwork skills, teachers should notice the characteristics of the skill learning. First, skill learning in higher education is able to be conducted in various scientific disciplines and inherent in all learning material. This means that the skill teaching can be conducted in every courses corresponding to the courses’ characters and features (Al-Alawah, 2011). Second, its transferability is limited, meaning that not all attributes of the skills can be taught in one sitting of learning, so that the teacher should be able to determine what attribute of the skills that s/he would teach to the students through the learning. Third, the skills’ attribute cannot be taught explicitly, so the teacher should be able to determine the appropriate strategy in transferring them in a learning process.

Based on the characteristics above, the teacher can provide varied interventions in learning, including intervention in learning models, learning media, and learning styles. To cite the opinion of Jääskelä, Nykänen & Tynjälä (2018), one thing that teachers can...
do is combining collaborative learning model with peer tutoring strategy. In principle, collaborative learning model heavily emphasizes on a learning environment oriented towards teamwork, openness, audacity to argue, conduciveness, democracy, effectiveness, creativity, and fun atmosphere. In a well-built learning environment, the process of knowledge construction can be done in collaboration between individuals, and this situation can be adjusted by each individual through intellectual adaptation in socio-cultural context.

If this collaborative learning model, combined with peer-assisted learning model is properly and correctly applied, it can improve academic achievement, reduce the heavy workload of teachers, and develop skills desperately needed by students in the coming future (Stigmar, 2016; Riese in Tarchi, Giuliana, & Pinto, 2015). In addition, this strategy is believed to be able to cultivate other good values. For example, students acting as tutors will feel proud of their role and also learn from the experience. This will help to strengthen what they have learned and obtained from the responsibility. Moreover, students can be more able to conduct oral and written communication, to exchange opinion rationally, to learn delegate responsibilities to their team, and to do their responsibilities as well as possible (Raef et al., 2015). This is in accordance with the statement in Carr, et al., (2016) that “peer assisted learning can develop knowledge and skill through active help and support among status equals or matched companions.”

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

Analytical – Problem solving skills

Analytical and problem solving skills are defined by QAA for Higher Education (2015) as skills covering the ability to recognize certain events (for instance financial transaction) which are part of an accounting process, and the ability to classify accounting transaction that will underlie all financial records and reporting. In accordance with the nature and characteristics of accounting field, the culturing of these skills can make graduates own ability to obtain information, to filter and sort it out, to present it, and to evaluate it properly. For this to occur, an individual must be able to recognise the types of information needed, choose the sources and methods used appropriately, and be able to access the information needed effectively and efficiently. They are also required to critically evaluate information and sources, assimilate the selected information into their knowledge base, use the information effectively to achieve certain goals, and understand the economic, legal and social issues surrounding the use of information, in addition to accessing and using the information ethically and legally.

The statements above are supported by Ahadiat, N., & Martin, R. M. (2015) that the need for students to develop attributes, preparations, and skills that accounting recruiters seek has placed a new pressure on educators and accounting students alike include that analytical skills is. Moreover, Grabowski (2019) concluded that three skills perceived by the graduates as crucial for successful progression in their career are generic rather than technical. The hierarchy of the most importance identified in the survey was the following is communication skills (verbal and written) and problem-solving skills.
Teamwork skill

Teamwork skill is defined as the ability to effectively work together in a team. Several researchers identified that individuals having teamwork skill are portrayed as individuals who have ability to interact with their team members, are able to give and receive opinion to and from others in order to achieve common goal, able to motivate others in the team, able to settle conflicts inside the team, able to delegate tasks to others, and able and willing to lead the team (Paguio & Jackling, 2016; Smith et al., 2015). Besides, the other components that are not less important in teamwork skill are the involvement of the aforementioned individuals in setting team goals, their ability to organize themselves and others in the team, and their ability in carrying out works tasked to the team (Volkov, A, & Volkov, M., 2015). It is these interactions involving teamwork skill that will bring team synergy (Smith et al., 2015), meaning that the level of productivity of a group working as a team is greater than the combined levels of productivity of team members working individually.

Electronic Collaborative Peer-Assisted Learning (E-CoPAL) Model

Electronic Collaborative Peer-Assisted Learning (E-CoPAL) learning model is a new collaboration-based learning model developed based on various theories of learning, aiming at improving analytical-problem solving and teamwork skills in accounting course learning. In a Collaborative Learning (CL) environment, students are encouraged socially and emotionally to learn something from different perspectives, to be able to give opinions and defend their ideas, to exchange diverse ideas, to question other conceptual framework, and to be actively involved in learning processes. In order to be able to form an effective collaborative learning, Veldman, M. A., & Kostons, D. (2019) explained that teachers should understand several elements forming collaborative learning: 1) Clearly perceived positive interdependence; 2) Considerable interaction; 3) Individual accountability and personal responsibility; 4) Social skills, and; 5) Group self-evaluation.

Clearly perceived positive interdependence makes each team member depends on each other in achieving goal. If there is a team member failing to do his/her job, all team members would bear the consequences. Members should believe that they are connected with others in the team and ensure that they would succeed together. The second element is considerable interaction. Here, each member helps and encourages each other to learn; explains things they have understood; collecting and sharing knowledge. Teamwork should be conducted interactively by giving mutual feedbacks, mutually practicing critical thinking, and most importantly, helping each other during learning process. In this element analytical skill, problem solving, and teamwork skill would be cultivated.

The next element is individual accountability and personal responsibility, which explain to teachers that in collaborative learning there exists individual responsibility. All students in the group are requested to be accountable in doing their own tasks, and to master all materials learned. Element of social skills means that in collaborative learning students are encouraged and helped to develop and practice their social skills, such as
their ability to work in a team. In the group self-evaluation element, team members set group team, and periodically evaluate their individual performances as well as the team’s overall performance, so that they can identify changes that occur to function more effectively.

In learning processes, the correct application of collaborative learning will give much positive impact which not only benefits teachers, but also the students as well, to be designated as a base in optimizing set learning objectives’ achievement. Page (2017) summarized benefits of learning with CL model to four main categories, which are social, psychological, academic, and assessment. From social aspects, CL is believed to help students develop their social attitude and to build understanding of diversity between students and teachers. Students would realize that each individual in their group has different backgrounds, so that they are expected to develop tolerance and build a positive atmosphere of cooperation. In psychological aspects, CL centers learning at students which would improve their self-regard, reduce their anxiety, and develop positive attitude towards teacher.

Academically, CL would improve analytical skills and problem solving. Through active student involvement in learning process, it is believed that students will practice to conduct analysis to existing problems by using data and information obtained. This activity will give much positive learning experience to them, so that it is believed that their learning results can improve. In addition, through collaborative learning teachers can use various types of assessment, such as by using alternative assessment technique both in formative and summative assessments. This would give advantage to teachers and students in order to fix learning quality.

**Syntax of Electronic-Collaborative Peer Assisted Learning (E-CoPAL) Model**

E-CoPAL model is a product of development of learning model based on several theories such as constructivism theory of learning with collaborative learning component, social cognitive theory of learning, constructivism theory, behaviorism theory, and structural hierarchy theory. The theories became a part of consideration in developing steps, or syntaxes of learning, consisting of planning (divided into group information and planning for activities), facilitated session, repetition and feedback, and assessment. Constructivism theory bases the activities on the group information and planning for activities stages. At these stages lecturer delivers learning objectives and at the same time invites students to actively conduct knowledge orientation towards materials learned with daily life. Through this activity, students would understand more the importance of the material on accounting cycle in companies. In addition, learner would realize the importance of analytical-problem solving skills and teamwork skills to them. Social cognitive theory bases the stages of facilitated session and repetition and feedback. At these stages the students learn with their collaborative group with the help of tutors. This is in accordance with social cognitive theory that most of human behavior and their cognitive skills are learned through learning model, which in this case are the tutor and their peers. Additionally, students as learners are individuals in the Zone of Proximal Development (ZPD), which needs mentoring or scaffolding from others. Scaffolding is the act of providing some helps to students during the initial stages of
learning, and then decreasing the help and giving opportunities to take over increasing responsibilities. Assistance in this context relates to the instructions and encouragement given to students to enable them to describe the problem in terms of the steps needed to solve it, combined with the provision of examples and other actions that will allow them to learn independently.

Aim of Study

The current study seeks to investigate the effect of the E-CoPAL model in the topic on accounting cycle of service-companies classroom in raising up the analytical-problem solving and teamwork skills of students. The researchers assume that using diverse activities based on the E-CoPAL model may help these students to have a better analytical-problem solving and teamwork skills. The researchers expect that this study will benefit the curriculum designers, educational supervisors, and teaching staff, especially accounting teachers. Therefore, the study aims to answer the following research question: What is the effectiveness implementation of E-CoPAL model to improving analytical-problem solving and teamwork skills of students in learning the topic on accounting cycle of service-providing companies?

METHOD

Research Design

This research used the quasi-experiment research with pre-test-post-test control group design (Creswell, 2012). The research was conducted by applying Electronic Collaborative Peer-Assisted Learning (E-CoPAL) model in experiment class, while in the control class, the researcher used expository model commonly used by teachers in class. The data obtained were analyzed by using SPSS 22.0 for Windows to determine the results of descriptive analysis, and to conduct analysis recondition and ANCOVA tests.

Population and Samples

The population of the research comprised students of the Accounting Education Study Program, Faculty of Teacher Training and Education, Sebelas Maret University, Indonesia. The sample consisted of 72 students who were divided into two groups: an experimental group containing 42 students, and a control group containing 30 students. The experimental and control groups were randomly selected from 6 available classes.

Research Instruments

The data were obtained through observation with the aim of identifying the students’ analytical problem-solving and teamwork skills, the indicators of which were developed according to QAA for Higher Education (2015). An instrument validity test was performed using the Pearson product–moment correlation test. Based on the results of the validity test, all of the indicators were declared valid. A reliability test using Cronbach’s alpha delivered a value of 0.7935, thus indicating that each item can be relied upon.
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The Collaborative Peer-Assisted Learning Model-based Learning Web

Referring to the explanations about E-CoPAL syntax, in the learning process lecturers and students can use learning websites developed by using collaborative approach. In this website, lecturers and students can use various facilities of learning sources, including video, electronic dictionary of accounting, concept map, e-books, and discussion forum as a means to complete accounting project collaboratively.

Descriptive Analysis Result of Pre-test and Post-test Scores of students’ analytical-problem solving and teamwork skills.

The Result of Descriptive Analysis of Pre-Test and Post-Test Scores of Students' Analytical-Problem Solving Skills of both experimental and existing classes are presented in Table 1 & 2.

Table 1
The Result of Descriptive Analysis of Pre- Test and Post- Test Scores of Students' Analytical-Problem Solving Skills

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Kinds of Test</th>
<th>Classes</th>
<th>Number of students</th>
<th>Min scores</th>
<th>Max scores</th>
<th>Mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pre-test</td>
<td>Experiment</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>4.943</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Existing</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5.071</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post test</td>
<td>Experiment</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>7.238</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Existing</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6.871</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2
The Result of Descriptive Analysis of Pre-test and Post-test Scores of Students' Teamwork Skills

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Kinds of Test</th>
<th>Classes</th>
<th>Number of students</th>
<th>Min scores</th>
<th>Max scores</th>
<th>Mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pre-test</td>
<td>Experiment</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>8.238</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Existing</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>8.514</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post test</td>
<td>Experiment</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>11.371</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Existing</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>11.131</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Referring to Tables 1 and 2 which show descriptive data of analytical-problem solving skills and teamwork skills, it can be understood that the increase of the average post-test score in the experiment class was greater than that in the control class. The value of the increase of analytical-problem solving skills in the experiment class was 2.295 while that in the control class amounted to 1.8. This also resulted in teamwork skills.
increase of value in the average teamwork skill post-test in experiment class was 3.133 while that in the control class amounted to 2.617.

**ANCOVA Analysis Result on students’ analytical-problem solving and teamwork skills**

Analysis of Covariance (ANCOVA) was conducted to determine whether there was influence to students’ analytical-problem solving and teamwork skills caused by the application of E-CoPAL model. Prior to the ANCOVA, the precondition tests namely: normality and homogeneity tests were conducted. The results of ANCOVA tests on the influence of E-CoPAL model application to students’ analytical-problem solving and teamwork skills are shown in Tables 3 and 4 below.

**Table 3**
The Result of the ANCOVA on Students’ Analytical-Problem Solving Skills

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Type III Sum of Squares</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Mean Square</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Corrected Model</td>
<td>19,700</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9,850</td>
<td>27,311</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>57,930</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>57,930</td>
<td>160,627</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group</td>
<td>12,077</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12,077</td>
<td>33,485</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pretest</td>
<td>6,191</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6,191</td>
<td>17,166</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error</td>
<td>25,967</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>.361</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>3,651,000</td>
<td>75</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corrected Total</td>
<td>45,667</td>
<td>74</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Referring to Tables 3 and 4, it is shown that the results of the ANCOVA (F arithmetic) on the students’ analytical problem-solving skills amounted to 33.485 with a significance of 0.000. Meanwhile, the results of the ANCOVA (F arithmetic) on teamwork skills amounted to 125.912 with a significance of 0.000. Based on these results, the application of the E-CoPAL model was effective in improving analytical problem-solving and teamwork skills.

**DISCUSSION**

Tables 1 and 2 show that the value of the increase of average post-test scores of two skills in experiment class were greater than that in the control class. The value of increase of analytical-problem solving skill and teamwork skill in experiment class were greater than that in the control class. Furthermore, Tables 3 and 4 show that the application of Electronic Collaborative Peer-Assisted Learning (E-CoPAL) model on the topic of accounting cycle of service-providing companies had the potential to improve analytical-problem solving and teamwork skills.
The above results have proven that E-CoPAL model is one of potential strategies in order to improve students’ analytical-problem solving and teamwork skills. Syntax of E-CoPAL model on the topic of accounting cycle of service-providing companies consisting of 5 stages: planning-group information, planning for activities, facilitated session, repetition and feedback, and assessment has helped lecturers and students to improve their analytical-problem solving and teamwork skills. At the stages of group information and planning for activities, lecturer deliver learning objectives and at the same time invites students to actively conduct knowledge orientation towards materials learned with daily life. Through this activity, students would understand better the importance of the material on accounting cycle in companies. In addition, learners would realize the importance of analytical-problem solving skills and teamwork skills. At these stages also the students are accustomed to obtaining various types of information in order to finish their assignments.

The next stage is facilitated session. At this stage, the learning activities in collaborative groups by using peer-assisted learning strategy took place. Here, lecturers facilitated/guided students to achieve expected competence. Help provided in this way were guides and encouragement to elaborate problems into steps of solution, providing examples, and other acts that enables students to learn how to do things independently. This scaffolding process gradually decreases when students achieve expected competence (Barrouillet, 2015). Moreover, this activity based itself on the presumption that students as learners are individuals in the Zone of Proximal Development (ZPD). This zone is the distance between the real development level, defined as the ability of independent problem solving, and potential development level, defined as the ability of problem solving under guidance of adults or through cooperation with more able peers. At this stage, analytical-problem solving and teamwork skills would be well built, with the indication that each student had chances to interact and express ideas to solve accounting cases published in the learning website. This activity could be conducted by face-to-face meeting or online. Besides, while solving cases of accounting of service-providing companies, each collaborative group could filter and sort out types of information needed through learning sources provided in the learning website.

The subsequent syntax was repetition and feedback. As in facilitated session stage, at this stage students were given opportunities to have a lot of practice in order to improve their accounting competence. Here, the students with their collaborative groups solve accounting cases of service-providing companies in simple ways. Students would practice analyzing proofs of transaction, compiling transaction journal, conducting posting, adjusting journal entry, compiling worksheet, to compiling complete financial report to the accounting project of a service-providing company provided in the learning website. Hence, the more often the students read or repeat materials learned, the more knowledgeable they become (Pritchard, 2017). In addition to increasing understanding of accounting, good habituation would also certainly foster good analytical-problem solving and teamwork skills.

The last stage of E-CoPAL model is assessment. At this stage students would conduct self and peer assessment to analytical-problem solving and teamwork skills acquired by
using assessment instruments. Here, students are trained to conduct self-reflection about the skills cultivated through learning process by using E-CoPAL model. At this point, cultivation of student activities related to prevailing moral values, internalization of scientific attitudes, and appreciation of the greatness of Allah SWT occurred (Saputri, Sajidan, Rinanto, & Afandi, 2019). Syntax of self-reflection developed in E-CoPAL model is the important step which can direct a person to have better self-regulation. Students having better self-regulation would be able to achieve better learning results and have high learning motivation (Al-Rawahi & Al-balushi, 2015; Daniela, 2015; Sridharan & Boud, 2019). The syntax of self-reflection is based on Dewey's theory of reflective thinking (Dimova & Kamarska, 2015) and Marzano's ideas about the habit of the mind exercising aspects of self-regulation to encourage students to know how effective the learning process is for them (Marzano & Pickering, 2006).

CONCLUSION

The Electronic-Collaborative Peer Assisted Learning model applied on the topic of accounting cycle of a service-providing company is proven to be effective in improving students’ analytical-problem solving skills and teamwork skills. The effectiveness of E-CoPAL model can be seen by the results of analysis of covariance.

This research is limited to the topic of the service company accounting cycle and would be more interesting if it could be applied to other subject matter in the accounting family conducted at various levels. It is also limited to the effectiveness of the E-CoPAL model in empowering students’ analytical problem-solving skills and teamwork skills. Thus, future studies may seek to enrich the way in which this model is integrated with other activities in learning so as to improve other generic skills.
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